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The CRISPR/Cas system has been extensively applied to make precise genetic modifications in various organisms. Despite its
importance and widespread use, large-scale mutation screening remains time-consuming, labour-intensive and costly. Here, we
developed Hi-TOM (available at http://www.hi-tom.net/hi-tom/), an online tool to track the mutations with precise percentage
for multiple samples and multiple target sites. We also described a corresponding next-generation sequencing (NGS) library
construction strategy by fixing the bridge sequences and barcoding primers. Analysis of the samples from rice, hexaploid wheat
and human cells reveals that the Hi-TOM tool has high reliability and sensitivity in tracking various mutations, especially
complex chimeric mutations frequently induced by genome editing. Hi-TOM does not require special design of barcode primers,
cumbersome parameter configuration or additional data analysis. Thus, the streamlined NGS library construction and com-
prehensive result output make Hi-TOM particularly suitable for high-throughput identification of all types of mutations induced
by CRISPR/Cas systems.
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INTRODUCTION

CRISPR/Cas has emerged as powerful genome editing sys-
tem and has been widely applied in various organisms (Wang
et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2017; Ran et al.,
2017; Jiao and Gao, 2017; Rodríguez-Leal et al., 2017;
Zhang et al., 2017). However, with the relatively high effi-
ciency and broad applicability of genome editing in different
organisms, screening mutations in a large number of samples

remain a time-consuming, labour-intensive and expensive
process (Shen et al., 2017). To obtain sequence mutations
induced by genome editing, the traditional method used is to
clone PCR-amplified target regions, followed by monoclonal
sequencing. Alternatively, simple strategies were also de-
veloped to identify mutations by directly analyzing the
Sanger sequencing results (Brinkman et al., 2014; Xie et al.,
2017). However, for a large number of samples, Sanger se-
quencing is expensive and the decoding process is time-
consuming. In addition, complex chimeric mutations, which
are frequently generated by genome editing, remain difficult
to decode.
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Due to the tremendous progress in terms of speed,
throughput and cost, next-generation sequencing (NGS) has
been used increasingly in biological research (Goodwin et
al., 2016). With NGS, thousands to millions of sequencing
reactions can be performed in parallel, which generates a
valuable amount of sequence information (Metzker, 2010).
Therefore, many research groups have used NGS to screen
mutation patterns induced by genome editing so far. For
example, AGEseq, CRISPR-GA, CRISPResso, Cas-Analy-
zer and CrispRVariants were developed for mutation analysis
induced by genome editing. However, only one sample with
multiple target sites can be analyzed each time, which are
inefficient when dealing with a large number of samples
(Güell et al., 2014; Xue and Tsai, 2015; Lindsay et al., 2016;
Park et al., 2016; Pinello et al., 2016). CaRpool and BATCH-
GE can screen multiple target sites, but a series of software
packages must be installed for data analysis (Boel et al.,
2016; Winter et al., 2016). Here, we developed a simplified
and cheap strategy that combines common experiment kits
for NGS library construction and a user-friendly web tool for
high-throughput analysis of multiple samples at multiple
target sites. The work will facilitate the application of NGS
sequencing in mutation identification, particularly for la-
boratories that do not have researchers with NGS or bioin-
formatics skills.

RESULTS

To establish a simplified and streamlined workflow to screen
mutations induced by CRISPR/Cas systems, we first mod-

ified the PCR-based library construction strategy reported by
Bell (Bell et al., 2014). Library construction included two
rounds of PCR, i.e., target-specific and barcoding PCR. The
initial PCR primers included a target-specific sequence with
common bridging sequences (5′-ggagtgagtacggtgtgc-3′ and
5′-gagttggatgctggatgg-3′) added at the 5′ end (Figure 1A). To
ensure the sequencing quality of the mutated sequence, the
targeted sites were designed within 10–100 nt of either the
forward or reverse target-specific primers (Figure 1A). The
annealing temperature of the first PCR was determined by
the Tm value of the target-specific sequences. The first-round
PCR products were further barcoded during the second-
round PCR. Common primers for the second-round PCR
include platform-specific adaptor sequence, fixed barcode
sequence and bridging sequence (Figure 1B, Table S1 in
Supporting Information). To improve the recognition ability
and reduce the sample confusion, the barcodes with four
nucleic acid bases that contain at least two nucleotides dif-
ference with one another were designed. In addition, to en-
sure high sequencing quality of barcode, four spacer bases
were also added between the sequencing primers and bar-
codes. To establish a standard platform for data analysis, 12
forward and eight reverse primers were fixed as common
primers for the second PCR step. Thus, it was possible to
create a uniquely barcoded amplicon for up to 96 samples
(Figure 1B, Table S1 and S2 in Supporting Information). The
second PCR contains two pairs of primers, which were
mixed in 1:500 proportions in each reaction mix (Table S1 in
Supporting Information). For convenience, the primers and
PCR mix can be pre-assembled as standard 96-well PCR kits
(Figure 1B, Table S2 in Supporting Information), so there is

Figure 1 Schematic illustration of the workflow of Hi-TOM. A, The samples are amplified using site-specific primers (target-specific PCR). B, The
products of the first-round PCR are used as templates for the second-round PCR (barcoding PCR) in the 96-hole plate kit. By barcoding PCR, the products of
each sample are barcoded. C, All products of the second-round PCR are pooled in equimolar amounts in a single tube and sent for NGS. D, Hi-TOM analyses
the data sample-by-sample and exports the results in Excel format.
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no need to prepare PCR mix each time. After the second-
round PCR amplification, the products of all samples were
mixed with equal amount. If multiple targets (number: N) are
required for identification, all products (96×N) can be mixed
as a single sample and sent for NGS sequencing. In most
cases, 1 Gb sequencing data, the size of which is about 100
Mb after gzip compression, is enough for mutation analysis.
Then we developed a corresponding Hi-TOM platform for

high-throughput mutation sequence decoding (http://www.
hi-tom.net/hi-tom/). The algorithm behind Hi-TOM was
implemented in a Perl script (v5.16.3). The format of the
clean data directly produced by NGS instrument or provided
by an NGS company is typically gzip-compressed. Hi-TOM
uses clean NGS data directly as an input to generate a de-
tailed genome editing report. The first step is entering a
working directory (note that filenames cannot include
spaces) to avoid conflicts with other tasks. The second step is
clicking the “Choose File” buttons to upload the forward
reads (named_1.fq.gz) and reverse reads (named_2.fq.gz)
(Figure 1D and 2A). The third step is to upload the reference
sequence length in approximately 1000 nt (typically 500 nt
before and after the target sequence)(Figure 2A). If multiple
targets are analyzed simultaneously, the reference sequences
of different targets are sorted in a text file in FASTA format
and submitted (Figure 2A). The fourth step is to select the
filter threshold which can filter out some low percentage
mutation types. The fifth step is to enter the mailbox address
which the result will be sent to after the analysis is com-
pleted. Then, the submit button is clicked and data are up-
loaded to the server automatically and directly input into the
analysis process. And analysis is performed sample-by-
sample in an automated manner. If individual raw data for
each sample is needed, clicking the “Spliter” button to enter
the data split main page. Hi-TOM analyses the uploaded data
and performs quantitative analysis of mutations in three
steps. (i) Hi-TOM first finds the reference sequence, converts
it to FASTA format, then indexes the reference sequence
using BWA software and prepares for the following mapping
(Li and Durbin, 2009). (ii) The corresponding uploaded data
file is then decompressed and the barcodes of each sequence
are extracted, the value of each base must be greater than 30
(>Q30). The error sequences resulting from mismatch of
primers are eliminated. The sequences are split using the
designed barcodes individually. (iii) All reads are mapped to
the indexed reference genome after trimming and removing
low quality bases using the BWA-MEM (version 0.7.10)
algorithm, which shows good performance while mapping
reads sequences (Li and Durbin, 2009). A Sequence Align-
ment Map file is then generated. Using this file, the Hi-TOM
algorithm screens paired-end reads for sequence alterations,
extracts mutation information for each read, and counts the
reads number of all type of mutations individually. If the read
is trimmed from the target site by BWA and no small InDels

are detected, it will be identified as large InDels. The aligned
results are categorized by mutation type and sorted in des-
cending order of the reads number for each mutation and
sample individually. Mutations with the most reads numbers
are extracted for each sample, which ensures the decoding of
introduced mutations. Hi-TOM integrates the results of 96
samples into a Microsoft Excel document. In each document,
the mutation types and positions of each sample are listed in
detail, including reads number, ratio, mutation type, mutation
bases and DNA sequence (Figure 2B). As determining the
genotype is crucial in many studies, the genotype of each
sample is also analyzed and summarized in an additional
Excel document (Figure 2C). Since in-frame mutations and
SNPmutations do not necessarily lead to phenotype changes,
the samples containing those mutations are highlighted in the
table.
In order to demonstrate the applicability and efficiency of

the strategy, two sets of genome-edited materials with four
target sites were tested, including rice and human cells.
Using the aforementioned strategy, we performed two rounds
of PCRs using the site-specific primers and pre-assembled
standard 96-well PCR kits. After amplification, the products
were pooled, purified and sent for NGS. A total of 1 G clean
reads were obtained after NGS sequencing. After reads up-
loading and analyzing, eight excel documents respectively
corresponding to those four target sites were automatically
generated by Hi-TOM (Figure 2B and C, Tables S3 and S4 in
Supporting Information). The result shows that sufficient
coverage was achieved across all samples at all four target
sites.
The CRISPR/Cas systems usually generate biallelic, het-

erozygous and chimeric mutations. The proportions of some
mutation types are low and often overlooked. The sensitivity
of Hi-TOM was analyzed by comparing with the results of
Sanger sequencing. The Sanger sequencing chromatograms
showed that the peak values of some mutations are low and
complex, which cannot be identified by chromatogram re-
cognition software. In contrast, all these chimeric mutations
that contain three, four, even more mutation types were ac-
curately identified by Hi-TOM (Figure 3, Table S3 and S4 in
Supporting Information). In addition to complex chimeric
mutations, in-frame mutations and SNP mutations were
identified correctly, implying the sensitivity and accuracy of
Hi-TOM (Figure 3, Table S3 and S4 in Supporting In-
formation).
For polyploid organisms, it still remains a tedious process

to analyze mutations on different sets of chromosomes. To
test whether Hi-TOM can be used for identification of mu-
tations on different chromosomes in polyploid organism, 64
hexaploid wheat (Triticum aestivum, AABBDD) samples
were chosen for analysis. To distinguish the A, B and D
genomes, InDel and SNP variations on the genome were
amplified in the fragment. During Hi-TOM analysis, the
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sequence of A-genome was set as the reference genome.
Compared with the amplified sequence of A-genome, the
sequence of B-genome has 8 bp insertions and 5 SNPs, while
the sequence of D-genome has 6 bp insertions and 2 SNPs.
The results showed that three sets of genomes can be dis-
tinguished from each other by analyzing those variations.
Meanwhile, the mutations on each genome were successfully
tracked (Figure 4), suggesting the robustness of Hi-TOM in
identification of mutations in polyploid organisms.

DISCUSSION

Here we developed a systematic strategy which fixed the
second-round PCR primers for the construction of NGS li-
brary and established the user-friendly Hi-TOM platform for
large-scale mutation identification, which enables the accu-
rate quantification and visualization of mutation outcomes,
and comprehensive evaluation of numerous mutation se-
quences. The possibility of bar coding hundreds of samples

Figure 2 The home page of Hi-TOM and result of example. A, The home page of Hi-TOM. Job title stands for working directory; upload the NGS reads
stands for uploading the forward reads (named_1.fq.gz) and reverse reads (named_2.fq.gz). B, An example of Hi-TOM sequence results. The results are
summarised in the table. The results are populated in nine columns as follows: sample code and mutant name; read number; ratio; left variation type; left
variation; right variation type; right variation; left read sequence; right read sequence. In the variation type volume, I, D and S indicate the insertion, deletion
and SNP, respectively. For example, 3D represents the deletion of three bases and 1I represents insertion of one base. In the reads sequence column, the
location of the mutation is indicated in lowercase. C, An example of Hi-TOM genotype results. AA stands for wild-type genotype; Aa stands for heterozygous
genotype; aa stands for homozygous mutant genotype; * stands for in-frame mutation; # stands for SNP; - stands for missing data.
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with multiple target sites in one sequencing sample makes it
competitive economic perspective. As 1 Gb sequencing data
is sufficient to analyze hundreds or even thousands of am-
plicons, the cost can be extremely cheap when analyzing
large number of samples or sites. At present, compared with
normal Sanger sequencing, it takes much longer time to
accomplish the next-generation sequencing (about 5–15
days). However, with the rapid development of NGS tech-
nique, the sequencing might be accelerated in a very short
term. In terms of cost, the price of 1Gb NGS data is about 15
USD, and Sanger sequencing costs nearly 2 USD per sample.
So if more than 20 samples are analyzed and the time is not
very urgent, it is beneficial to use NGS and Hi-TOM. If such
kind of sample number is not so large, using direct Sanger
sequencing of PCR products is prior in aspects of time and
cost. Additionally, when large InDel mutations are generated
by CRISPR-Cas system, direct Sanger sequencing is also
preferred to determine the detailed sequence of large InDels.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

NGS library construction

The primary PCR was performed to amplify the targeted
genomic DNA with a pair of site-specific primers with
common bridging sequences (5′-ggagtgagtacggtgtgc-3′ and
5′-gagttggatgctggatgg-3′) added at the 5′ end. The primary
amplification was performed in a 20 µL reaction volume
containing 50 ng of genomic DNA, 0.3 µmol L–1 of specific
forward and reverse primer, and 10 µL 2×Taq Master Mix
(Novoprotein Scientific, China). The secondary amplifica-
tion was conducted in 20 µL preassembled kits, each con-
taining 10 µL 2×TaqMaster Mix, 200 nmol L–1 2P-F and 2P-
R primer, 2 nmol L–1 F-(N) and R-(N) primer (Supplemen-
tary Table 1), and 1 µL primary PCR product. PCR condi-
tions were 3 min at 94°C (1×), 30 s at 94°C, 30 s at annealing
temperature and 30 s at 72°C (33×), followed by 72 °C for
2 min.

Figure 3 The Sanger sequencing chromatograms and different mutation types tracked by Hi-TOM. H06 represents homozygous mutation; G06 indicates
heterozygous mutation; F01 shows chimeric mutation with three variation types; G04 displays chimeric mutation with four variation types.
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Next generation sequencing

The libraries were sequenced using the Illumina HiSeq
platform (Illumina, USA) by the Novogene Bioinformatics
Institute, Beijing, China. The concentration of the libraries
was initially measured using Qubit®2.0 (Life Technologies,
USA). The libraries were diluted to 1 ng µL–1 and an Agilent
Bioanalyzer 2100 (Agilent, USA) was used to test the insert
size of the libraries. To ensure quality, the SYBR green qRT-
PCR protocol was used to accurately dose the effective
concentration of the libraries.

Filtering reads and mapping reads

Paired end (PE) reads with 150 bp were determined and the
clean reads were collected from sequenced reads, which
were pre-processed to remove adaptors and low quality
paired reads. The following criteria were used to remove the
low quality reads: (i) containing more than 10% ‘N’s; (ii)
more than 50% bases having low quality value (Phred score
≤5); (iii) duplicated reads were removed and coverage va-

lues were calculated using SAMTOOLS (Li and Durbin,
2009).
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